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No Moon
By Julie Reverb

Calamari Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 171 x 114 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Fiction. quot;Mucking about Britain s dankest districts, Julie Reverb s
Lucy and Billy release squalls of bitterly beautiful mortal ache. The interpenetrating narratives of
NO MOON are torch songs ablaze on the page, flaming straight to your heart. Julie Reverb is a
dauntless devastator of what passes for fiction these days, crashing through the templates into
something nervily original.quot;Gary Lutz quot;Every chapter in NO MOON is shadowed by loss and
longing, and every chapter s every sentence estranges language from timeworn usage. Julie Reverb
possesses that rare giftthink Kathy Acker, Sam Lipsyte, James Joyceto surprise her reader, with
mimetic grit and linguistic rigor, into fits of quizzical laughter. The care and ingenuity with which
this novel works to portray the content of its protagonist s mind is unsurpassed in recent fiction:
Lucy s consciousness inflects the narrative dynamically, eloquently, always masterfully. NO MOON is
a revelatory exposé on the body, a lyrical meditation on grief, and an explosion of literary
decorumit s a tour de force.quot;Evan Lavender- Smith quot;Julie Reverb s writing fluctuates with a
fluid syntax punctuated with unpredictable nouns,...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the greatest function by any article writer. It is among the most amazing publication i have got read. Its been printed in an
exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication where in fact changed me, change the way i believe.
-- Ar ielle Ledner
Comprehensive information! Its this type of very good read. It is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. You are going to like how the article
writer compose this pdf.
-- Ma bel Cor win
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